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                 Article Writing                
                 InstructionsSubmit a two- to three-page paper discussing the three major ERP vendors: SAP, Oracle, and Microsoft Dynamics. Compare the SOA in a table format, and discuss the advantages and disadvantag                InstructionsSubmit a two- to three-page paper discussing the three major ERP vendors: SAP, Oracle, and Microsoft Dynamics. Compare the SOA in a table format, and discuss the advantages and disadvantag

                  IT 657 Milestone Two Guidelines and Rubric : Service -Oriented Architecture  Submit a paper discussing the three major ERP vendors: SAP, Oracle, and Microsoft Dynamics. Compare the SOA in a table format , and discuss the advantages  and disadvantages of each system. Discuss which system you would recommend for your organization and your rationale and justification for your decision .   Specifically, the follow critical elements must be addressed:  Comparison between the three major ERP vendors   Advantages of the various ERP vendors   Disadvantages of the various ERP vendors   Recommendations and Rational e for decision making —a comparison between the three major ERP vendors and a recommendation for your  organization   Guidelines for Submission: Th is submission should be two to three pages (not including cover pages and resources if applicable) , double spaced , with 12 -point  Times New Roman font and one -inch margins , and written in APA format. Critical Elements  Exemplary (100% ) Proficient (90% ) Needs Improvement (75% ) Not Evident (0% ) Value  Comparison  Meets “Proficient” criteria and provides substantial and  relevant detail s  Provides a comparison between  the major ERP vendors, with  specific detail s  Provides a comparison between  the major ER P vendors but lacks  specific detai ls  Does not provide a comparison  between the major ERP vendors   30  Advantage s Meets “Proficient” criteria and provides substantial and  relevant detail s  Highlights t he advantages of the  vario us ERP vendors, with  specific detail s  Highlights t he advantages of the  various E RP vendors but lacks  specific detail s  Does not highlight t he  advantages of the various ERP  vendors  20  Disadvantages  Meets “Proficient” criteria and provides substantial and relevant detail s  Highlights the disadvantages of the various ERP ven dors, with  specific detail s  Highlights the disadvantages of the various E RP vendors but  lacks specific detail s  Does not highlight the disadvantages of the various ERP vendors  20  Recommendations and Rational e for  Decision Making   Meets “Proficient” criteria with substantial detail s and  justification for the  recommendation  Provides a comparison between  the major ERP vendors , with  specific detail s and justification  for the recommendation  Provides a viable recommendation for an ERP vendor but lacks justification for  the recommendation  Does not provide a viable  recommendation for an ERP vendor   20  Articulation of  Response  Submission is free of errors related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, and organization and is presented in a professional and easy -to-read  format  Submission is free of errors related to citations, grammar, spe lling, syntax, and  organization  Submission has major errors related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, or organization that negatively impact readability and articulation of main ideas  Submission has critical errors related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, or organization that prevent understanding of ideas  10  Earned Total  100 %  
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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